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Introduction 

This paper is an extension of [34] in which it was shown that the 
Conjecture L (see below) follows from the minimal model conjectures in 
the case of algebraic varieties. In this paper, we treat complex varieties. 

Conjecture L. Let 10: X ~D be a proper surjective morphism from a 
complex manifold X onto a unit disk D. Assume that lr-l(O)=UiEITi' 
where all the Ti are compact complex varieties in class ~ in the sense of 
Fujiki [5]. Then 

.L:ieI P m(Tt) <rank lr*{f}x(mKx) 

where Pm denotes the m-genus. 

for all m~l, 

Clearly, this induces the invariance of plurigenera under smooth de
formations. The invariance of the plurigenera of compact complex surfaces 
was proved by Iitaka [16]. But we have many counterexamples without 
assuming that the T i belong to the class ~ in the higher dimensional case 
or even in the case of degeneration of surfaces (see Nakamura [31], Nishi
guchi [36]). 

The theory of minimal models developed by Mori, Reid, Kawamata, 
Tsunoda, Shokurov, Benveniste, Kollar and others is not yet completed 
even in the case of algebraic varieties. In this paper we shall prove Con
jecture L in the case of semi-stable relative minimal models. . A relative 
good minimal model 10 : X ~ D is defined to be a proper surjective morphism 
from a variety X with only canonical singularities such that Kx is lr-semi
ample. Conjecture L can be proved with the help of some kind of the 
theory of minimal models. In fact if 10 is a projective degeneration of sur
faces with non-negative Kodaira dimensions, then it is proved (see (7.5» 
by a result of Tsunoda [48]. The main technique of our paper is the same 
one as in Kawamata [21]. But since his arguments require some properties 
of projective varieties in some steps, we must modify the proofs. 
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In Section 0 and Section I, we fix the notations, and in Section 2 and 
Section 3, we prove the key theorems which might also be useful for other 
problems in complex analytic geometry. In Section 4, we discuss the rela
tive version of the minimal model theory for projective morphisms using 
a result of Section 3. Section 5 is a slight modification of [21]. In Sec
tion 6, we shall prove a partial answer to Conjecture L, and in Section 7, 
we discuss the open problems arising from our discussion. 

Thanks are due to Professors S. Iitaka and Y. Kawamata for their 
invaluable advice. 

Convention 

(1) All complex spaces are Hausdorff spaces with countable open 
basis. 

(2) For a real number m, by saying that for m~O, we mean that 
there is a positive number mo such that for any m-:?mo, .. '. Similarly by 
saying that for 0<0~1, we mean that there is a 0<00<1 such that for 
any 0<0<00' .... 

(3) For a coherent sheaf g on a complex space S, psCg) denotes 
Projan EBd<:O Symd (g). 

(4) For a morphism f: X -+Y, X. denotes the scheme theoretical 
fiber f-l(S), and if L is a Cartier divisor on X, then Ls =L1xs is the restric
tion of L to Xs. 

(5) A proper surjective morphismf: X -+Ybetween normal varieties 
is called a fiber space if the general fibers off are connected. 

(6) A line bundle (or a Cartier divisor) L on a compact normal com
plex variety X is called base point free (or free) if L is generated by global 
sections. L is called semi-ample if mL is free for some positive integer m. 
Let f: X -+ Y be a proper surjective morphism a normal complex variety 
X onto a complex variety Y. A line bundle L on X is called f-free if 
f*f*@x(L)-+@x(L) is surjective. L is called f-semi-ample if mL is f-free 
for a positive integer m. 

(7) A compact complex variety in class ct' is a variety which is domi
nated by a compact Kahler manifold ([5]). It is known that X is in class 
ct' if and only if X is bimeromorphically equivalent to a compact Kahler 
manifold. 

(8) A reduced divisor D on a complex manifold X is said to have 
only normal crossings if for every point p E X, there exists an open neigh
borhood U with a system of local coordinates (Zl' Z2' ... ,zn) such that 
D n U={Zl·Z2· . . Zl=O} for some I. D is said to have only simple normal 
crossings if all the irreducible components of D are smooth and intersect 
transversally. 
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§ O. Preliminaries 

(A) Weakly I-complete variety. 
Let X be a complex space and d x be the sheaf of C=-functions on 

X in the sense of Fujiki [5]. A C=-function cP on X is called plurisubhar
monic (resp. strictlyplurisubharmonic) if there exist an open covering 
{Ua} of X, a closed embedding 7)a: Ua--Da to a domain DacCNa, and a 
C=-function 1/ra on Da such that 1/ralUa=CPIUa and that 1/ra is plurisubhar
monic (resp. strictly plurisubharmonic) on Da. 

Definition 0.1. Let X be a complex space and 1Jf be a real valued 
C=-function on X. (X, 1Jf) is said to be weakly I-complete if (X, 1Jf) has 
the following two properties. 

(1) 1Jf is plurisubharmonic on X. 
(2) Xc: ={x E X 11Jf(x)<c} is a relatively compact open subset in X 

for every c E R. 
The property (2) is equivalent to: 

co: =Inf {1Jf(x) I x E X} > - 00 

and 1Jf: X --[co, 00) is proper. 
A complex space X is called a weakly I-complete space if there is a 1Jf 

such that (X,1Jf) is weakly I-complete. In this case, we denote the set 
{x E XI1Jf(x)<c} simply by Xc. For example, any Stein space is weakly 
I-complete. Therefore if one has a proper morphism X __ s to a Stein 
space S, then X is also weakly I-complete. 

Let X be a complex space and L be a line bundle on X. Then there 
exist an open covering {Ua} of X and isomorphisms CPa: L1Ua-=J!)Ua. Con
versely, the set of functions {fap}, where fap:=CPa ° CP"iJuanup E r(Uan 
Up, (!)x), defines L. Such a ({fap}, {Ua}) is called a system of transition 
functions of L. 

A metric on L with respect to a system of transition functions ({fap}, 
{Ua}) of L is a collection of positive C=-functions h={ha}, where ha E 

r(Ua, d}J such that hplha=lfapl2 on Ua n Up. 

Definition 0.2. A line bundle L on X is said to be positive if there is 
a metric {hal on L such that -log ha is strictly plurisubharmonic on Ua 
for all a. 

Then we have a vanishing theorem of Nakano [32], [33]. 

Theorem 0.3. Let X be a weakly I-complete manifold and let A be a 
positive line bundle on X. Then 

for p+q>dimX. 
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Fujiki [4] obtained the following generalizing [32], [33]: 

Theorem 0.4 ([4, Lemma 3]). Let X be a weakly I-complete complex 
space and let L be a line bundle on X. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 

(1) For any c e R, there exists a positive integer mo such that for any 
m~mo, one can find afinite number of sections CPo, CPI' "', CPl e r(Xc, L®m) 
which generate L®m and that the morphism j : = (CPo:' . <CPl): Xc-+p l is a 
locally closed embedding withj*(!)p!(I)2;;.LfJx~. 

(2) For any coherent sheaf tff on X and for any c e R, there exists a 
positive integer ml such that for every m>ml> tff®LfJx~ is generated by afinite 
number of sections on Xc' 

(3) For any coherent sheaf tff on X and for any c e R, there exists a 
positive integer m 2 such that Hi(Xc, tff®VSlm) =0 for every m>m2 and for 
i~l, 

(4) L is positive on X. 

Remark 0.5. The condition (1) corresponds to ampleness, (2) to 
"Theorem A", and (3) to "Theorem B". If a weakly I-complete variety 
X has a positive line bundle L, then L works as if it were an ample line 
bundle on a projective variety. 

(B) D-canonical fibration. 
We discuss the relative D-canonicalfibration. Letf: X -+S be a proper 

surjective morphism from a normal complex variety X onto a complex 
variety S, and let D be an effective Cartier divisor on X. Thenf*(!)x(D) *0, 
and the homomorphismf*f*(!)x(D)-+(!)x(D) defines a proper meromorphic 
map tJ) D: X· .. -+p if*(!) x(D» over S. In this situation, there exists an 
open dense subset S(1) of S such that 

(a) f*(!) X(D)l s C1l is locally free, 
(b) X, is a normal complex variety for all s e S(I) and 
(c) f*(!)AD)®C(s)2;;.HO(X" (!)x(D)®(!)x') for all s e S(1). 

Therefore if s e S(I), then tJ)D®C(S) is defined by HO(X" (!)x,(D.»®(!)x,-+ 
(!)x,(D.). For any positive integer m, let s(m) be an open dense subset of 
S which satisfies the conditions (a), (b), (c) for mD. By Baire's category 
theorem, S(=) : = n m<;ls(m) is a dense subset of S. If s e S(=), then 

(a) f*(!)AmD) is free at s for all m> 1, 
(fi) X. is a normal complex variety, and 
(r) f*(!)x(mD)®C(s) 2;;. HO(X" (!)(mD.» for any m> 1. 

Furthermore, by Baire's category theorem we can construct a dense subset 
U of S(=) which satisfies the following conditions. 

(0) dimtJ)mD,(X,)=dim(ZmXsC(s» for any s e U and for m>I, 
where Zm : = tJ)mD(X) cPif*(!)x(mD», 
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(e) Zm~S is flat over U for any m> 1. 
We define IC(X/ S, D) to be maxm?;l (dim Zm - dim S). If S is a point, then 
IC(X, D) is abbreviated as IC(D). It was shown in [17] that for any s E U, 
there exist a positive integer m and a bimeromorphic morphism p: Y ~X. 
from a normal compact variety Y such that 

(i) h.: = ([JmD, 0 p: Y ~([JmD,(X.) is a morphism which defines a fiber 
space and 

(ii) IC(Y/([JmD,(X.), p*D.) =0. 
Thus IC(X/S, D)=IC(X" D,) for s e U. Furthermore, there exist a positive 
integer m and a proper bimeromorphic morphism lJ: W ~ X over· S from 
a normal variety W such that 

(i) h: = ([J mD 0 lJ: W ~Zm is a morphism and is a fiber space, and 
(ii) IC(W/X, v*D) =0. 

Conversely, a proper surjective meromorphic map g: B·· ·~G over S 
which satisfies the following conditions (a) and (b) is proper bimeromor
phically equivalent to ([JmD over S for m~O. 

(a) dim G=dim S +IC(X/S, D) and 
(b) there exist proper bimeromorphic morphisms r: V ~B and 0: 

V ~X over S from a normal variety V such that go r: V ~G is a mor
phism and is a fiber space with IC(V/G, o*D)=O. 
Such a map is called the relative canonical fibration of Dover S. 

(C) Divisors and singularities. 
Let X be a normal complex variety. A Wei! divisor is a locally finite 

formal sum I:: atDt of integers at and subvarieties Dt of codimension 1 in X. 
A Weil divisor D is called a Cartier divisor if there exists an open covering 
{Ua} of X and nonzero meromorphic functionsfa on Ua such that DlUa= 

div (fa), where div (fa) is the principal divisor associated with fa. To any 
open subset U of X, we attach the set {f E T(U, ..41) I div (f)+D,u>O}, 
where ..41 is the sheaf of nonzero meromorphic functions on X. Then 
the correspondence U~{f} defines a coherent (!:lx-module (!:lx(D) which is 
reflexive, i.e., 

Conversely, if .Ie is a coherent reflexive sheaf of rank one on X, then lo
cally .Ie is represented by (!:lx(D) for some Weil divisor D. It is easy to see 
that a Weil divisor D is a Cartier divisor if and only if (!Jx(D) is invertible. 

A Q-divisor is an element of (the group of Weil divisors on X)®Q, 
and a Q-Cartier divisor is an element of (the group of Cartier divisors on 
X)®Q. Note that it may be possible that D is a Q-Cartier divisor and 
(!:lx(kD) is not invertible on X for any integer k. For a Q-divisor D= 
I:: dtD" we use the following symbols. 
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[D] : = 2: [di]Di' where [di] is the integral part of di, 

rDl :=-[-D] 

<D) :=D-[D]. 

Then we have the following: 

Proposition 0.6. Let X be a complex manifold and D a Q-divisor on X 
such that Supp <D) has only normal crossings, and let p: Y ~X be a proper 
bimeromorphic morphism such that Supp p*<D) has only normal crossings. 
Then we have 

p*(!)y(Ky + r p* Dl) = (!) AKx + r Dl). 

Proof Let <D) = 2:j e jE, be the irreducible decomposition. Then 

p*<D) = 2:, ejp*E,= 2:, ei2:k bjkFk ), 

where p* Ej = 2:k b 'kFk' By the log-ramification formula [17] 

Ky + 2:k Fk = p*(Kx + 2:, E j ) + R p , 

where Rp is a p-exceptional effective divisor on Y, we obtain 

K y + f p* Dl- p*(Kx + f Dl) 

=Ky+f p*<D)l_p*(Kx+ 2:, Ej) 

= 2:k f«2:j ejbjk)-1)lFk+Ky+ 2:k Fk-p*(Kx + 2:, Ej) 

=2:k f«2:jejbjk)-1)lFk+RfJ" 

If Fk is not p-exceptional, then Fk is a strict transform of some E" so 
r(2:j ejbjk)-1l =fej-ll =0. Since 2:j ejbjk>O for any k, it follows that 
r(I:,ejbjk)-ll>O. Therefore Ky+fp*Dl_p*(Kx+rDl) is a p-excep
tional effective divisor. Thus p*(!)y(Ky+f p*Dl) = (!)x(Kx +rDl). 0 

Let (X, p) be a germ of a d-dimensional normal complex variety. 
Then Wx : =,n"-d(W:r) is a reflexive sheaf of rank one on X, where w:r is the 
dualizing complex of X. Therefore wx=(!)x(D) for some Weil divisor D. 
The linear equivalence class of such D is denoted by Kx which is called 
the canonical divisor of X. (X, p) is called a Q-Gorenstein germ if Kx is a 
Q-Cartier divisor. 

Let p: Y ~X be a resolution of singularities of (X, p) such that thep.
exceptional locus is a divisor E = 2: Ej with only simple normal crossings. 
Then for a Q-Gorenstein germ (X,p), there is a unique rational number a, 
for each E, such that Ky =p*Kx + 2: a,Ej' 
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The singularities of the germ (X, p) of a normal Q-Gorenstein variety 
is called terminal, canonical, or log-terminal according as aj>O, a j?::. 0, or 
aj > -1 for allj. 

Let Ll be a Q-divisor on (X, p) such that Ll is effective and [LI] =0. 
The pair (X, Ll) is said to be log-terminal at p if and only if 

(1) Kx+Ll is a Q-Cartier divisor and 
(2) there exist a proper bimeromorphic morphism fl.: Y ~X from a 

complex manifold Yand a reduced divisor F = L; FJ with only simple nor
mal crossings on Y such that 

Ky=fl.*(Kx+LI)+ L;bjFj with b j> -1 for allj. 

Fujita [8] proved that if (X, LI) is log-terminal for some Ll, then the singu
larity of (X, p) is rational. 

§ 1. Projective morpbisms 

Definition 1.1. Let f: X ~S be a proper morphism between complex 
spaces. A line bundle L on X is said to be J-ample, if there exists an open 
covering {Ua } of S such that each Ua is weakly I-complete (hence f-l(Ua) 

is also weakly I-complete) and that L is positive onf-l(Ua). 

Definition 1.2. (1) A proper morphismf: X ~S is called a projective 
morphism, if there exists an f-ample line bundle on X. 

(2) A proper morphism f: X ~S is called a locally projective mor
phism, if there exists an open covering {Ua } of S such thatJ;f-1(Ua) is pro
jective for all a. (This definition is not the same as that in [7]). 

Remark 1.3. Let f: X ~ Y and g: Y ~Z be proper morphisms and 
let h denote the composite go f: X ~Z. Even if f and g are projective 
morphisms, h is not necessarily a projective morphism, but is always locally 
projective. 

Example. Let Z be a unit disk, g =pr2 : Y =pl XZ~Z, qi (1 ~i< 00) 
a discrete sequence of mutually distinct points on Z, and Pi,} (1 ~i < 00, 

1 ~j<i) mutually distinct points on Ysuch that g(Pi,j)=qi. Letf: X~Y 
be the blowing up with center {Pi,}}. Then it is easy to show that there is 
no h-ample line bundle, where h = g 0 f 

Proposition 1.4. Let f: X ~S be a proper morphism, s a point of S 
and L a line bundle on X. Assume that L. is ample. Then there exists an 
open neighborhood U of s such that L 1f- , (U) is J-ample. 

Proof (cf. [13, (4.7.1)]). Let Ibe the ideal sheaf of X. in X. 
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Step 1. There exists a positive integer mo such that Rij*(I®L®m).=o 
for i>O andfor m"',;;;?mo. 

The formal function theorem [10] says that 

Rif*(I®L®m):-==proj limn Ht(X., I®L®m®(!)x~n» 

==proj limn Ht(X., IjJn+l®L®m), 

where (9x~R) :=(9xjJn+I. Thus it is enough to prove that there exists a 

positive integer mo such that 

Ht(X., InjJn+'®L®m) =0 for any n"',;;;?l, m-:c.mo and i>O. 

Let Grz «(9x) :=(£;n;:.oInjln+" and G:=(£;n;:.omnjmn+\ where m is the 
maximal ideal defining {s} in S. The natural surjective homomorphisms 
f*(mnjmn+')-+Injln+' induce a surjective ring homomorphism rp:f*G-+ 
Grz «(9x). Let g: V:=Specanx (Grz «(9x»-+X.cX. Then we obtain the 
following commutative diagram: 

'P* 
g: V~X.xSpecG~X. 

1t 1 1f 
Spec G = Spec G ~ C(s). 

Since L. is ample and rp* is a closed embedding, g * L is also "",-ample. 
Therefore Rt"",*(g*L®m)=o for i>O and for m~O. This implies that 
Hi(V, g*L®m) =0 for i>O and m~O. By the spectral sequence 

HP(X., Rqg*(g*L®m»===;,HP+q(V, g*L®m), 

we obtain 

because g is an affine morphism. Therefore, 

HP(X., g*g*(L®m» = HP(X., L®m®g *(9v) = HP(X., L®m®Grz «(9x» =0 

for p>O and m~O. 

Step 2. There exist an open neighborhood U of s and a positive integer 
m such that 

(1) rpm:f*f*L®m-+L®m is surjective onf-'(U) and 
(2) rpm defines the closed embedding 

j: f-l(U)~Pu(f*LfU')· 
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Since the last statement (2) asserts that L isJ-ample onf-I(U), in order to 
complete the proof it suffices to prove Step 2. 

Proof of Step 2. By Step 1, we get the following exact sequence for 
m~mo: 

Thus f* (D8Jm) ®C (s)---+ f*(D8Jm®@x,) is surjective. Hence if we take m so 
large that L@m®@x, is very ample on X" then the homomorphism 
(f*f*L@m)®@x,---+L@m®@x, is surjective. Therefore there exists an open 
neighborhood U' of s such that U' and m satisfy the condition (1). By 
rpm, we obtain a morphism j: f-I(U')---+Pu,(f*L@ml u') over U'. Then by 
the following Lemma 1.5, we can find an open neighborhood U which 
satisfies (2). 0 

Lemma 1.5. Let X, Y and S be complex spaces and let f: X---+Y, g: 
Y ---+S and Sand h : = g 0 f: X ---+S be proper morphisms. Assume that for 
a point s E S, the fiber Is: Xs---+ Ys of the morphism f is a closed embedding. 
Then there is an open neighborhood U of s such that f X s U: X X s U ---+ 
Y X s U is also a closed embedding. 

Proof First of all we must show that we can take an open neigh
borhood U' so that f X s U': X X s U'---+ Y X s U' is a finite morphism. But 
X' : ={x E X: x is isolated inf-I(f(x))} is open. U': =S"'-.f(X"'-.X') is not 
an empty set, since Xs is contained in X'. Thenfx sU': Xx sU'---+YX sU' 
is finite, since its Stein factorization coincides with Xx sU'. Next we shall. 
prove that f X s U is a closed embedding for some neighborhood U C U'. 
By the previous argument, we have f*@xQ9@ys=Is*@x,. Therefore the 
homomorphism @y 8 ---+f*@x®@Y8 is surjective. Thus Supp (Coker (@y---+ 
f*@x)) n Ys = ¢. Hence letting U : = U''''-.g(Supp (Coker (@y---+f*@x))), we 
see thatfx sU is a closed embedding. 0 

Corollary 1.6. Let f: X ---+S be a proper morphism, and let L be a line 
bundle on X. Then L is f-ample if and only if L8 is ample for all s E S. 

Definition 1.7. Let f: X ---+S be a projective morphism and let H be 
a line bundle on X. H is called J-nef if L· C:2:: 0 for any irreducible curve 
C such that f( C) is a point. 

Corollary 1.8. Let f: X ---+S be a projective morphism and let Land H 
be line bundles on X. If L is J-ample and H is J-nef, then L®H is J-ample. 
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§ 2. Nef line bundles 

Let Y be a d-dimensional compact Kahler manifold. We define the 
Kahler cone KC (Y) of Y to be the set 

([w] e HI,I(Y, R); w is a Kahler form on Y.}, 

where HI,I(y, R) : =H2(y, R) n HI,I(Y, C). Then KC (Y) is an open con
vex cone in HI,I(Y, R). 

Lemma 2.1. The closure KC (Y) does not contain any linear subspace 
in HI,I(Y, R). 

Proof Let z be an element of HI,I(Y, R) such that z and -z are 
contained in KC(Y). Then Z'[W]d-I=O for any Kahler form w on Y, 
where the dot· denotes the cup product. Thus z is primitive with respect 
to w. Moreover, Z2'[W]d-2=0, since z'Z'[W]d-2 and z'(_Z)'[W]d-2 are 
nonnegative. Therefore z=O. 0 

Lemma 2.2. If w is a Kahler form on Y and if z E KC (y), then [w] + 
z E KC(Y). 

Proof Since w is a Kahler form, there exists a positive number r 
such that r[w]+zeKC(Y). We define s(w):=inf{r20;r[w]+zE 
KC (Y)}. We have only to prove that s(w)=O for any Kahler form w. 

Since z E KC(y), there exists a Kahler form WI such that s(wl)=O. If 
s(w»O for some w, then (s(w)-o)[w]+z-(s(w)-o)[w-.swl]=.sO[WI]+ 
Z e KC (y), for any.s>O and O<o<s(w). If.s is sufficiently small, then 
[W-.sWI] E KC(y); therefore (s(w)-o)[w]+z e KC (Y), a contradiction. 
Thus s(w) =0 for all w. 0 

Corollary 2.3. KC(Y)=IntKC(Y), the interior of the cone KC-(Y). 

Proof KC (Y)CInt KC (y), since KC (Y) is an open set in 
HI,I(Y, R). On the other hand, if z e Int KC (Y), then for any Kahler 
form w on Y, there exists a positive number .s such that z -.s[w] e KC (Y). 
Therefore by (2.2), z e KC (Y). 0 

Definition 2.4. Let L be a line bundle on a compact Kahler mani
fold Y. L is said to be nef if the real first Chern class cl(L) is contained 
in KC(Y). 

Remark 2.4.1. If Y is a projective manifold, then L is nef if and 
only if L· C ~ 0 for any irreducible curve C on Y. 
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Remark 2.4.2. Iff: Y -+ X is a morphism between compact Kahler 
manifolds Yand X and if L is a nef line bundle on X, thenf*L is also 
nef. sincef*KC(X)cKC(Y). 

Problem 2.5. Supposef: Y -+X is a surjective morphism between com
pact Kahler manifolds Y and X, and L is a line bundle on X such that f* L 
is nef Then is L also nef on X? More generally, does the equality 
(f*)-I(KC(Y»=KC (X) hold, wheref* is the homomorphism HI,I(X, R)-+ 
H1,I(Y, R)? 

Definition 2.6. Let X be a compact complex variety in class f'6'. A 
line bundle L on X is called quasi-nef if there exists a bimeromorphic 
morphism p: Y-+Xfrom a compact Kahler manifold Y such that p*L is 
nef. 

We have a partial answer to (2.5). 

Proposition 2.7. In the situation of (2.5), if X is projective, then L is 
nefon x. 

Proof Let C be an irreducible curve on X and let V be an irreduci
ble component of f-I(C) such thatf(V)=C. Put d=dim V and fix a 
Kahler form w on Y. We have only to show that L· C:2::0. Thus we may 
assume V to be smooth. Since f*L if nef, we have O<(f*L). V·Wd- l • 

If we regard V·Wd-1 as an element of Hz(V, R) and consider f*: Hz(V, R) 
-+Hz(X, R), then LI*(V·wd- I):2::0. Since f* passes through Hz(C, R), 
where C denotes the normalization of C, there is a real number a such that 
f*(V. Wd- I) =a[C], where [C] is the class of C in Hz(X, R). Thus it re
mains to show that a>O. Take an ample A on X. Thenf*A. V·Wd-I>O, 
because f* A· V corresponds to the fibers of V -+C. Hence A I*(V· Wd- I) 
=aA·C>O and a>O. 0 

Corollary. If X is a Moishezon variety, then L is quasi-nef if and only 
if L is nef, i.e., L· C :2::0 for any irreducible curve Con X. 

Lemma 2.8. Let D be a nonzero effective Cartier divisor on X E f'6'. 
Then -D is not quasi-nef 

Proof If - D is quasi-nef, then there exists a bimeromorphic mor
phism f: Y -+ X from a compact Kahler manifold Y such that - f* D is 
nef. Take a Kahler form w on Y. Since f* D is a nonzero effective 
divisor, we havef*D·wd-I>O, where d=dim Y, a contradiction. 0 

Definition 2.9. Let L be a quasi-nef line bundle on X E f'6'. Take a 
bimeromorphic morphism f: Y -+X from a compact Kahler manifold Y 
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such thatf*L is nef. Then we define Khom(L) :=max {1>0; O=l=c1(f*L)1 
e H1,I(Y, R)} and call it the homological Kodairadimension of L. It is 

well-defined, because it is independent of the choice of Y. 

Proposition 2.10. Let L be a quasi-nef line bundle on a compact com
plex variety X in class~. Then K(L)~Khom(L), where the left hand side is 
the usual Kodaira dimension (cf § 0, (B». 

Proof We may assume that Xis normal. If K(L) = - 00 or if A:hom(L) 
= dim X, then there is nothing to prove. If Khom(L)=0 and K(L»O, then 
mL = 0 for some m. Indeed, if 1 mf* L 1 has an effective member D for some 
bimeromorphic morphism f: Y ~X from a compact Kahler manifold Y 
such that f*L is nef, then f*D·OJrl-i>O for any Kahler form OJ on Y, 
where d =dim Y, a contradiction. So we may assume that A:(L»O and 
O<A:hom (L)<d. Consider the canonical fibration (J)mL: X· . ·~Z. By 
blowing ups, we may assume that h : = (J) mL 0 f: Y ~ Z is a morphism. 
Then f*(mL)=h*A+F, where A is an ample divisor on Z and F is the 
fixed part of If*(mL) I. Let OJ be a Kahler form on Y. Then 

m<(f*L)<· OJrl -< =(h* A)'. OJrl-'+(h* A)_-l.F- OJrl--

+(h* A)<-z. (h* A +F) ·F· OJrl --+ ... +(h* A+F),-l.F. OJrl-->O, 

where K=K(L). Hence ctCf*L)'=I=O. Therefore A:(L)<A:hom(L). 0 

Definition 2.11. Let L be a line bundle on a compact complex variety 
X in class~. L is said to be big if A:(L) =dim X. If L is quasi-nef and 
A:(L)=A:hom(L), then L is called good. 

Remark 2.11.1. Iff: X ~Z is a surjective morphism from a compact 
complex variety X in class ~ onto a projective variety Z and if H is a nef 
and big line bundle on Z, then f* H is good. 

Remark 2.11~2. If X is a projective variety and if L is a nef line bun
dle on X, then K(L)<v(L)<A:hom(L). Here veL) :=max{I>O; V~numO} 
is called the numerical Kodaira dimension of L. By (2.11.1), A:(L)=A:hom(L) 
if and only if A:(L)=v(L). Therefore our "goodness' is the same as that 
in Kawamata [21] in the case of projective varieties. 

Conjecture 2.12. If L is a nef line bundle on a projective variety X, 
then v(L) = Khom (L). 

Remark 2.12.1. IflJ(L)~ lor A:hom (L» dim X -1, then we have veL) 
= A:hom (L). 
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Conjecture 2.13. If L is a quasi-nef line bundle on a compact complex 
variety X in class ~ such that A:hom (L) = dim X, then L is big. 

Remark 2.13.1. (2.13) is equivalent to the following statement: If 
L is a nef line bundle on a compact Kiihler manifold Y such that Ld1mY>0, 
then Hi(Y, Wy Q9L) =0 for i >0. 

Proposition 2.14. Let L be a quasi-nef and good line bundle on a com
pact complex variety X in class~. Then there exists the follOWing diagram 

f.1 h 
X~Y~Z, 

where 
( a) Y is a compact Kiihler manifold and p. is a bimeromorphic morphism, 
(b) Z is a projective variety, h is a fiber space, and 
(c) there exists a nef and big Q-divisor H on Z such that p.* L = h* H. 

Proof (cf. [21, Proposition 2.1]). Let @mL: X· .. ----+Zo be the ca
nonical fibration of L. By blowing ups and flattening (see [15]), we have 
the following diagram: 

where 
(a) P.o, p.j, J.i, d, '<0 and '<I are bimeromorphic, and j;, g, and hare 

fiber spaces, 
(b) Y1 and Yare compact Kahler manifolds and ZI and Z are non

singular projective varieties, 
(c) fz is flat, J.i is the normalization of Y2 , and d is the resolution of 

singularities of Ya and 
(d) there exists an ample divisor A on Zo such that }.*(mL)= 

g*('<t'<; A)+F, where }.=p.o 0 P.l 0 J.i and F is the fixed part of 1}.*(mL)I· 
Take a Kahler form w on Y. Then 

m<+I(p.* L)<+I. wd -.-1 =(h* B)<+I. Wd-.- I +(h* B)', d* F. Wd-.- I + ... 
+(h* B)· (h* B +d* F)·-2. d* P. Wd-<-l 

+(h*B +d*F)<-I.d*F. Wd-<-I 

=0, 
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where fC=fC(L), d=dimX, B=1:r'ttA, and p=).ol).· This implies that 
g(F)~Z, since (h*B)<·d*F.(nd.-·-l=O. 

Lemma 2.15. Letg: V _Z bea proper surjective morphism from a 
normal complex variety V onto a complex manifold Z and let F be an effec
tive Cartier divisor on V. Assume that 

(1) g is equi-dimensional with connected fibers, 
(2) g(F)~Z, and 

. (3) if r is an irreducible component of a fiber of F - g(F), then r E l(/ 

and Fir is quasi-nef 
Then there exists a Q-divisor E on Z such that F = g * E. 

Proof of(2.15). By (1) and (2), we have only to prove F=g*E, 
where E=min{LlI a Q-divisor on Z such that F:;:;;g*LI}. Thus we may 
assume that dim Z= 1. If g* E =l=F, then there exists a component r of 
F such that (g*E -F)lr is a nonzero effective divisor on r. This contra
dicts (2.8). Therefore F=g*E. 0 

The proof of (2. 14) continued. Applying (2.15) to the case g: Ys-Z 
and Fe Ys, we obtain a Q-divisor E on Z such that F=g*E. Therefore 
p*(mL)=h*(B+E). Hence let H:=(1/m)(B+E). Then p*L=h*H. 
Since h* H is nef, by (2.7), H is also nef. Therefore H is a nef and big 
Q-divisor on Z. 0 

Corollary 2.16 ([21, Proposition 2.3]). In the situation of (2. 14), let L' 
be another quasi-nef Q-Cartier divisor on X. Assume that fChom(L+L') = 
fChom(L) and that fC(L+L')~O. Then there is a nefQ-divisor H' on Z such 
that p* L' =h* H'. 

Proof Let (J) be a Kahler form on Y. Then 

wherefC=fC(L). Thus if LI E I mp*(L+L') I for a positive integer m, then 
p(LI)~Z. Hence by (2.15), LI=g*E for an effective Q-divisor E on Z. 
Therefore p*L'=h*H' for some Q-divisor H' on Z and by (2.7), H' is 
~ 0 

The following proposition is a relative version of (2.14) whose proof 
is omitted. 

Proposition 2.17. Let tr: X _S be a proper surjective morphism from 
a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety S, and let L be a line 
bundle on X. Assume that 
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(1) every component r of any fiber of 11: is in class ~ and L lr is quasi
nefand 

(2) LI is good for a general fiber Xt. 
Then for any point s e S, there exist an open neighborhood SI of s and a com
mutative diagram 

where 
(a) XI = 11:- I(SI) and 11:1 = 11:I X1' 

(b) Y and Z are complex manifolds and p is a proper bimeromorphic 
morphism, 

(c) g is a projective morphism and h is a proper fiber space, and 
(d) there exists a g-nefQ-divisor H on Z such that H IZ , is nef andfor 

general t e S and that p*L=h*H. 

§ 3. Covering lemma and vanishing theorems 

Lemma 3.1. Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold, D a reduced 
divisor on X with only simple normal crossings, and let D= L:l~i~k Di be the 
irreducible decomposition of D. Assume that there are smooth divisors H~, 
line bundles !l', and positive integers m, for 1 <i <k, O<j <n such that 

(a) (!)xCH~+D,)~.Tfmi and 
(M L:, Di + L:t,J H} is a divisor with simple normal crossings. 

Then there exists a finite Galois covering 11:: Y -+X which satisfies the fol
lowing conditions: 

(1) Y is smooth, 
(2) (11:* D)_ has only simple normal crossings; 
(3) there are divisors Ai (1 ~ i < k) with only simple normal crossings 

such that 11:*Dt=m,A,. 

For the proof, see Kawamata [18, Theorem 17], [21, Lemma 3.1]. 
By a property of positive line bundles on a weakly I-complete variety, 

we obtain: 

Lemma 3.2. Let X be an n-dimensional weakly I-complete manifold 
with positive line bundles. Let D= L:ieI Di be a reduced divisor with only 
simple normal crossings, where each Dc is an irreducible component of D, 
and let mi be a positive integer for each i e I. Then for any c e R,there exist 
smooth divisors H} on Xc for i e I, 1 ~j ~n and there exist line bundles 
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fl?t on Xc for i el such that {!}x.(H~+Dt)~.TPmi for all i andj, and that 
L:tEI Dt + L:t,j H~ has only simple normal crossings. 

Therefore combining these lemmas, we get the following: 

Lemma 3.3 (cf. [21, Lemma 3.1]). Let X be a weakly I-complete mani
fold with positive line bundles, and let D be a Q-divisor such that Supp <D) 
has only normal crossings. Thenfor any c e R, there exists a proper generi
cally finite surjective morphism n:: Y -.Xc from a complex manifold Y such 
that 

(1) n:*D is a Cartier divisor, 
(2) (!}x.(Kx+rDl) is a direct summand ofn:*{!}y(Ky+ n:*D). 

Proof Take a proper bimeromorphic morphism p.: Z-.Xc from a 
complex manifold Z such that Supp p.*<D) has only simple normal cross
ings. Take a positive integer m such that m<D) is a Cartier divisor on 
Xc' Then by (3.1) and (3.2), we have a finite Galois covering!': Y-.Z 
such that !'*p.*<D) is a Cartier divisor and Supp !'*p.*<D) has only simple 
normal crossings. By the same argument as in Lemma 3.1 of [21], we can 
show that (!}zCKz+rp.*Dl) is a direct summand of !,*{!}y(Ky+r:*p.*D). 
Since p.*{!}zCKz+r p.*Dl)~{!}xc(Kx+rDl) by (0.6), we complete the proof. 

o 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a weakly I-complete manifold and let A be a 

Q-divisor on X. Assume that 
(1) there is a positive integer m such that mA is a Cartier divisor and 

that {!} x(mA) is a positive line bundle on X, and 
(2) Supp <A) has only normal crossings. 

Then Ht(X., (!}x(Kx+ r Al)=Ofor i>O andfor any c e R. 

Proof Step 1. The case where Supp <A) has only simple normal 
crossings. By (3.3), for any c e R, we obtain a finite surjective morphism 
n:: Y-.Xc such that n:*A is a Cartier divisor and that lVx.(Kx+ r Al) is a 
direct summand of n:*lVy(Ky+n:*A). Since n: is finite, lVy(n:*A) is a posi
tive line bundle. Thus by (0.3), Ht(y, (!}y(Ky + n:*A» =0 for i>O. There
fore Ht(Xc, lVx(Kx+ r Al»=O for i>O, because lVxc(Kx+ r Al) is a direct 
summand of n:*{!}y(Ky+ n:*A). 

Step 2. General case. Take a proper bimeromorphic morphism p.: 
Z-.Xc from a complex manifold Z so that 

(a) 'the p.-exceptionallocus E is a divisor L: E j , 

(b) Supp p.*<A) U E is a divisor with only simple normal crossings 
and 
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Then by Step 1, we obtain 

for i>O, 

and 

for i>O, 

for i>O. D 

Corollary 3.5. Let f: X -,;S be a projective morphism from a complex 
manifold X onto a complex variety S and let A be anf-ample Q-divisor on X 
such that Supp <A) has only normal crossings. Then RI*(!Jx(Kx+i Al)=O 
for any i>O. 

Theorem 3.6 (cf. [I2]). Let f: X -,;S be a proper generically finite 
morphism from a complex manifold X onto a complex variety S and let H 
be a Q-divisor on X such that 

(1) H·r;;;'Ofor any curve r such thatf(T) is a point, 
(2) Supp <H) has only normal crossings. 

Then Rif*(!Jx(Kx+iHl)=Ofor i>O. 

Proof We may assume thatfis bimeromorphic and that S is a Stein 
space. By relative Chow's lemma [15], there exists a proper bimeromor
phic morphism g: Y -,;S from a smooth manifold Y which has the follow
ing properties. 

(1) There is a morphism fJ-: Y -'; X such that g = f e fJ-, 
(2) Yc-,;Sc is a finite succession of blowing ups. 

Therefore gc=glYc and fJ-c=fJ-IYc are projective morphisms. Furthermore, 
if Supp fJ-*<H) has only normal crossings, then fJ-*(!Jy(Ky+i fJ-*Hl)~ 
(!Jx(Kx+iHl). Hence the Leray spectral sequence reduces the proof of 
the vanishing theorem for fto that for g and fJ-. Thus we may assume in 
what follows thatfis a projective morphism. 

Let A be an f-ample divisor on Xc' Since S c is a Stein space, there 
is a nonzero section s of f*(!J x.c - A), which also gives a section of (!J x.c - A); 
Therefore there is an effective divisor D on Xc such that (!Jxc(A+D)~(!Jxc' 
Let v: Z-,;Xc be a projective bimeromorphic morphism from a smooth 
manifold Z such that Supp v*<H) U Supp v* D U (v-exceptional locus) is a 
divisor with only normal crossings. Here we denote by E the v-exceptional 
locus L: E j • Then by (1.8), -(ljm)v*D- L: ojEj+v*H isfe v-ample for 
O<oj~l and m>l, if we replace Sc by Sc' for some O<c'<c. Thus by 
(3.5), 
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for i>O 

and 

for i>O. 

Since v*(!/z(Kz+fv*Hl)=(!/x.(Kx+fHl), we obtain Rif*(!/x(Kx+fHl) 
=0 for i>O. 0 

Definition. Let f: X ~S be a proper surjective morphism from a 
normal complex manifold X onto a complex variety S, and let H be a 
Cartier divisor on X. H is called f-big if IC(XjS, H)=dimX -dimS. 
Furthermore if (H. C»O for every irreducible curve C such thatf(C) = 
point, then His calledf-nef-big. 

We have the following theorem which was first formulated by Fujita. 

Theorem 3.7. Let f: X ~S be a proper surjective morphism from a 
complex manifold X onto a complex variety S and let H be a Q-divisor on 
X such that H is f-nef-big and that Supp <H) has only normal crossings. 
Then Rif*(!/x(Kx+ fHl) =Ofor i>O. 

Proof. Since the statement is local on S, we may assume S to be a 
Stein space. By the relative canonical fibration of Hover S and by relative 
Chow's lemma [15], we may assume that there exists a projective morphism 
n-: y ~S from a complex manifold Y such that n- factors through!, i.e., 
n-=fo p. for some p.: Y ~X. We may also assume that Supp p.*<H) has 
only normal crossings. By (3.6), Rp.*(!/y(Ky + f p.* Hl) = (!/ x(Kx + f Hl), so 
we have only to prove that R I n-*(!/y(Ky + f p.* Hl) =0 for i>O. Therefore 
from the beginning we may assume that f is a projective morphism. Let 
A be anf-ample divisor on X. Then there exists a positive integer m such 
that mH is a Cartier divisor and thatf*(!/x(mH -A) is a nonzero sheaf. 
Since S is a Stein space, we obtain an effective divisor Ll on X such that 
(!/x(mH) = (!/x(Ll+A). Because H is f-nef, mH -eLl is f-ample for any 
O<e<l by (1.8). By blowing ups, we obtain a proper bimeromorphic 
morphism p.: Z ~ X from a complex manifold Z such that the p.-exceptional 
locus is a divisor E = L: E, and that Supp p.*<H) U Supp p.* Ll U Supp E is 
a divisor with only normal crossings. Thus p.*(mH -eL1}- L: olE, is 
fo p.-ample for O<e~l, O<Oj~1. Therefore by (3.5), Ri(fo p.)* (!/z(Kz + 
f p.*Hl) =0 for i>O. Thus by (3.6), Rif*(!/x(Kx + fHl) =0 for i>O. 0 

Lemma 3.8 (relative algebraic reduction for a divisor). Let f: X ~S 
be a proper surjective morphism from a complex manifold X onto a complex 
variety S, H a line bundle on S, and let D be a (not necessarily effective) 
Cartier divisor on X such that (!/x(D)=f*H. Then there exist a proper 
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bimeromorphic morphism fl.: X' -+ X from a complex manifold X', a projec
tive surjective morphism A: S' -+S, a proper surjective morphism 1': X' -+S' 
such that A 0 I' = f 0 fl., and a Cartier divisor Ll on S' such that fl.* D = 1'* Ll 
as divisors. 

Proof Let D=D+ -D_ be the decomposition into the effective part 
D+ and the negative part D_. Take two sections s+ E HO(X, @x(D+» and 
s_ E HO(X, @xCDJ) such that div (s+)=D+ and div(sJ=D_. Then s+: @x 
-+@x(D+) and sJi9@x(D): @xCD)-+@x(D+) give a homomorphism 

By qJ, we can construct a meromorphic map 

So take a suitable proper bimeromorphic morphism fl.: X'-+X such that 
I' :=qJ* 0 fl.: X'-+PsC@sffiH) is a morphism. Let X'-+S' be the Stein fac
torization of f' and let A: S'-+S be the induced morphism. Then the 
image of fl.*(qJ): @x,ffi@x,(p*D)-+@x,(p*D+) is a line bundle M and the 
induced homomorphisms @x,-+M and @x'(fl.*D)-+M give effective divisors 
D~ E IMI and D'- E IMQ9@x'(-fl.*D)I, respectively. Then there is an effec
tive p-exceptional divisor E such that fl.* D + =D~ + E and fl.* D _ =D'- + E. 
Therefore fl.* D=D~ -D'-. 

On the other hand, M is the· pull back of a A-ample line bundle N 
on S'. Hence D~ = f'* Ll+ for an effective Cartier divisor Ll+ E INI. Simi
larly, D'-=I'*Ll_ for an effective Cartier divisor Ll_ E INQ9A*H- 1 1. Thus 
D~-D'-=I'*(Ll+ -LlJ. Therefore if we denote Ll+ -Ll_ by Ll, then @sCLl) 
;:;;'A*H and fl.*D=/'*Ll. 0 

Lemma 3.9 (Covering lemma). Let f: X -+S be a proper surjective 
morphism from a complex manifold X onto a complex variety S, H a line 
bundle on S, and let D be a Q-divisor on X. Assume that 

(1) S is a weakly I-complete variety with positive line bundles, 
(2) there is an isomorphism @x(kD);:;;.f*H for some positive integer 

k such that kD is Cartier and 
(3) Supp <D) has only normal crossings. 

Then for any c E R, there exists a proper generically finite surjective mor
phism rc: Y -+Xc such that 

(a) Y is smooth, 
(b) rc* D is a Cartier divisor and 
(c) @xc(Kx+rDl) is a direct summand of rc*@y(Ky+rc*D). 
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Proof Applying (3.8) to the divisor kD, we obtain the following 
commutative diagram: 

which has the following properties. 
(1) X, and S' are complex manifolds, 
(2) f1. is proper bimeromorphic, A is projective, and f' is surjective, 
(3) there exists a Cartier divisor ..1 on S' such that f1.*(kD) = f'* ..1, 
(4) Supp «I/k)L1) and Supp f1.*<D) have only simple normal cros-

sings on S' and X', respectively. 
Since A is projective, S' is also a weakly I-complete variety with positive 
line bundles. Therefore by (3.3), for any c e R, there exists a finite sur
jective morphism -r: T ~S: such that T is smooth and that -r*«I/k)L1) is a 
Cartier divisor. Here we may assume that the divisors H} defined in 
Lemma 3.2 are smooth divisors such that f'* H} are also smooth and that 
U 1'* H} U Supp f1.*<D) has only simple normal crossings. Then the nor
malization V of X~ X SeT has only rational singularities, since the branch 
locus for p: V ~ X~ is a divisor with only simple normal crossings. Note 
that p*f1.*D is a Cartier divisor. Since p*(Vv(Kv+ p*f1.*D) is a reflexive 
sheaf on X and since p: V ~X~ is a cyclic covering in codimension one on 
X~, it is easy to see that (V xe(Kx' + r f1.* Dl) is a direct summand of 
p*lVv(Kv+ p* f1.* D). Let Y - V be the resolution of singularities and let 
tr: Y _Xc be the induced morphism. Then the three conditions of this 
lemma are satisfied. 0 

The following theorem was proved by Kollar [25]. 

Theorem 3.10. (A) Let f: X _Z be a proper surjective morphism 
from a compact Kahler manifold X onto a projective variety Z. Then 

(i) Rif*Q)x is torsionfreefor i:;;:::O, 
(ii) HP(Z, R i f*Q)x0A) =0 for p>O andfor any ample line bundle A 

onZ. 
(B) Let X be a compact Kifhler manifold, L a semi-ample line bundle 

on X, and let s be a global section of L0k for some positive integer k. Then 
the natural homomorphisms 

are injective for any i> 0 and j:;;::: 1. 
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Remark 3.10.1. It is easy to see that (A) and (B) are equivalent. 

Remark 3.10.2. [25] treats only projective varieties, but his argu
ment works also in the situation of (3.10). 

Applying (3.9), we have two generalizations of (3.10). These are 
essentially the same as Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 of [21]. 

Theorem 3.11 (A generalization of B). Let X be a compact Kahler 
manifold, L a quasi-nef and good Q-divisor on X, and let D be an effective 
divisor on X. Assume that Supp <L) has only normal crossings and that 
there is an injection mx(D)-+mx(mL) for some positive integer such that mL 
is a Cartier divisor. Then the natural homomorphisms 

are injective for i~O. 

Proof It is enough to prove this when D E ImLI. Since L is quasi
nef and good, by (2.14) we have a bimeromorphic morphism p.: X'-+X 
from a compact Kahler manifold X', a fiber space h: X'-+Z onto a pro
jective manifold Z, and a nef and good Q-divisor H on Z such that p.*L= 
h* H. Here we may assume that Supp p.*<L) has only simple normal 
crossings. Then by (3.9), there is a generically finite surjective morphism 
~: Y -+ X' from a compact Kahler manifold Y such that ~* p.* L is a Cartier 
divisor and that mx,(Kx,+f p.*Ll) is a direct summand of ~*my(Ky+ 
~*p.*L). Thus mx(Kx+fLl) is a direct summand of p.*~*my(Ky+~*p.*L). 
Similarly, mx(Kx+fLl+D) is also a direct summand of p.*~*(J)y(Ky+ 
~*p.*L+~*p.*D). Thus by (3.6), 

Hi(X, (J)x(Kx+fLl»~Hi(X, (J)xCKx+fLl+D» 

is a direct summand of 

Therefore we may assume that L is a Cartier divisor and that there exist 
a fiber space h: X -+Z and nef and big Q-divisor H on Z with L=h*H. 
Since H is nef arid big, there is an effective divisor J on Z such that H -
OJ is ample for O<Q~ 1. Then fh*(H -QJ)l =L, if 13 is sufficiently small. 
By (3.6), we can replace X by its blowing ups. Thus we may assume that 
Supp h* J has only normal crossings. Hence it is enough to prove in the 
case that L is a semi-ample Q-divisor. Then for the same reason as above, 
we may assume that L is a semi-ample Cartier divisor. This is just the 
case (3.IO.B). 0 
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Theorem 3.12 (A generalization of A). Let f: X ~Z be a proper sur
jective morphism from a compact Kahler manifold X onto a projective variety 
Z, and let L be a quasi-nef and good Q~divisor on X such that Supp (L) has 
only normal crossings. Then 

(a) R if*(1}x(Kx + fLl) is torsion free for all i>O, and 
(b) if there is an injection (1) x(f* A)~(!) x (nL) , where A is an ample 

divisor on Z and n is a positive integer such that nL is Cartier, then 
HP(Z, Ri f*(1}x(Kx + fLl)=Ofor p>O and i>O. 

Proof (a) Since L is quasi-nef and good, there exist a bimeromor
phic morphism p: Y ~ X from a compact Kahler manifold Y, a fiber space 
h: Y ~ W onto a projective manifold W, and a nef and big Q-divisor H on 
W such that p*L=h*H. We can also take an effective divisor LI on W 
such that H -OLI is ample for 0<0 ~ 1. We may assume that Supp p*(L) 
U Supp h* LI is a divisor with only simple normal crossings.· If 0 is suffi
cinetly small, then f p*Ll=fh*(H -oLl)l. Applying (3.9) to h*(H -OLI), 
we obtain a generically finite surjective morphism 1r: Y' ~ Y from a com
pact Kahler manifold Y' such that 1r*h*(H -OLI) is a Cartier divisor and 
that (1}y(Ky + f p* Ll) is a direct summand of 1r*(1}y,(Ky, + 1r*h*(H -oLl». 
Thus we may assume that L is a semi-ample. Cartier divisor. Then by 
taking a cyclic covering corresponding to a general section of some multi
ple of L,we are reduced to (3.1O.A.(i». 

(b) By assumption we can apply (3.11) to L andf*A. Then by the 
same argument as in [25, Theorem 2.1, Step 4], it is easily proved. 0 

The following theorem was derived from the argument of [44]. 

Theorem 3.13. Let 1r: X ~D be a proper surjective morphism from a 
complex manifold X onto a unit disk D. Suppose that X t is smooth for any 
t e D* : =D,,-{O}, and that any irreducible component of Xo is a variety in 
class~. Then R i 1r*(J)x isfree at Ofor i>O. 

Proof By taking semi-stable reduction, we may assume that 1r is 
semi-stable. In this situation, Steenbrink [44] proved that 

for any i >0 and teD, and that Ri1r*.a:r/D(lOg Xo) is a locally free sheaf 
for all i>O. Since all the components of Xo are in class ~, we can also 
obtain a result similar to Theorem (4.19) of [44]. In particular, the fol
lowing spectral sequence degenerates at the El~term: 
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Hence 

dim Hi(XO' Q:r"/D(lOg Xo)0(9xo) = ~P+q=i dim Hq(Xo, Q~bD(lOg Xo)0l!Jxo). 

Since the functions D 3 t>--+ dim Hq(Xo, Q~/D(lOg Xo)0l!Jx,) are upper semi
continuous, Ri1t'*Q~/D(lOg Xo) are free at 0 for all q and p. Especially 
Ri1t'*(J)XID is free at 0 for i>O. 0 

Corollary 3.14. Let 1t': X -+D be a proper surjective morphism from a 
complex manifold X onto a unit disk D and let L be a Q-divisor on X. Then 
Ri1t'*l!JxCKx+rv) isfree at 0 for all i>O, if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(1) Supp <L) has only normal crossings, 
(2) X t is smooth and L t is semi-ample for any t E D*, and 
(3) every irreducible component r of Xo is in class ~ and L 1r is quasi-

nef 

Proof By the same argument as in (2.17), we obtain the following 
commutative diagram after replacing D by a smaller disk. 

where 
(a) Yand Z are complex manifolds, 
(b) p is a proper bimeromorphic morphism, g is a projective mor

phism and h is a proper fiber space, and 
(c) there exists a g-nef Q-divisor H on Z such that H t : = H 1z t is nef 

and big for general tED, and that p* L=h* H. 
Since H t is nef and big for general tED, there is an effective divisor L1 on 
Z such that H -OJ is g-ample for O<O<{l. Further we may assume that 

(d) Supp p*<L) U Supp h* L1 is a divisor with only normal crossings. 
Then by (3.6), Ri(1t'.p)*l!J y (Ky +rh*(H -oL1)l) = R i1t'*l!Jx(Kx + rv), if 0 is 
sufficiently small. Thus we can replace X by Y and L by H -OJ, respec
tively. Then L is 1t'-semi-ample and L=h* A for a g-ample Q-divisor A on 
Z. By (3.9), after replacing D by a small disk, we obtain a proper generi
cally finite surjective morphism .. : T -+X from a complex manifold Tsuch 
that 1:* L is a Cartier divisor and that (0 x(Kx + r L l) is a direct summand 
of .. *(Oy(Ky + 1t'* D). Thus we may assume that L is a 1t'-semi-ample Cartier 
divisor on X. Then by taking a cyclic covering, we are reduced to (3.13). 

o 
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Corollary 3.15. Let X be a normal complex variety with only log
terminal singularities and let it": X ----+D be a proper surjective morphism onto 
a unit disk D. Assume that every irreducible component of Xo is a variety 
in class ~ and that Kx is it"-semi-ample. Then Rtit"*(!}AmKx) isfree at 0 
for i>O andm>l. 

Proof We may replace D by a smaller disk, if necessary. Since Kx 
is it"-semi-ample, there exists a positive integer m such that mKx is a 
Cartier divisor and there exists a section s of (!) x(mKx) , whose cyclic covering 
Y =SpecanffiO;:iii:;;m_l (!}x( -iKx) has only rational Gorenstein singularities 
(see [21, Proposition 7.5]). Thus Ri(it". -r)*(!}y(Ky) = ffil:;;.:;;m Riit"*(!} AIiKx ), 

where -r is the natural morphism Y ----+X. Since Rt(it".-r)*(!}y(Ky) is free at 
o and since we can choose m large enough, we obtain (3.15). 0 

§ 4. Minimal model problem for projective morphisms 

Let f: X ----+ Y be a projective surjective morphism, and let W be a 
closed subset of Y. 

Definition 4.1. Pic (Xj Y; W) denotes the group ind lim Pic (f-l( U)), 
where U runs through all the open neighborhoods of W in Y and 
Zl(XjY; W) denotes the free abelian group generated by irreducible curves 
on X whose image by f is a point of W. Let 

( . ): Pic (XjY; W)XZ1(XjY; W)~Z 

be the natural intersection pairing. Then two elements Ll and L2 of 
Pic (XjY; W) are said to be numerically equivalent over Wif(L1·r)= 
(L2·F) for all r E Zl(XjY; W). Similarly, two elements r 1 and r 2 of 
Zl(XjY; W) are said to be numerically equivalent over Wif (L.r1)=(L·r2) 
for all L E Pic (XjY; W). We define AI(XjY; W) and A1(XjY; W) to be 
the quotient groups of Pic (XjY; W) and ZI(XjY; W) modulo the numeri
cal equivalences over W, respectively. For simplicity, we denote AI(XjY; Y) 
andAI(XjY; Y) by A'(XjY) and AI(Xjy), respectively. 

Remark 4.2. A'(XjY) need not be a finitely generated abelian 
group. For example, let Y be a 2-dimensional complex surface, PI 
(1 < i < 00) a discrete sequence of mutually distinct points of Y, and let f: 
X ----+ Y be the blowing up with center {Pt}. Then the exceptional curves 
Et : = f-'(pt) are linearly independent in Al(Xj Y). 

Proposition 4.3. Let U be a relative compact open subset of Y. Then 
AI(f-l(U)jU; wn U) is afinitely generated abelian group. 
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Proof We shall prove this by induction on dim Y. 
If dim Y=O, then Uis a finite set {Pl,P2' .. ·,PI}, hence 

Al(f-l(U)/U; wn U)=8?JPiE W A1(f-l(Pi»' 

Since f- 1(Pi) are projective spaces, Al(f-l(U)/U; wn U) is finitely 
generated. 

Next we assume that dim Y> 1. Let X = UierXi be the irreducible 
decomposition of X, Yi : = f(Xi) and let J : = {i e I I Yi n U * ¢}. Then J 
is a finite set and we have an injection 

Therefore we may assume that X and Yare varieties. By taking a resolu
tion of singularities of X and taking the Stein factorization of J, we may 
further assume that X is a manifold, Y is normal and that f is a fiber space. 
Then there is a proper closed analytic subset T of U such thatJ;,-l(Y\T) is 
a smooth morphism. Hence we obtain an injection 

Al(f-I(U)/U; wn U)~Al(f-I(U"-.T)/ U"-.T; (Wn U)"-.T) 

8?JAI(f-I(Un T)/Un T; wn un T). 

Since dim T<dim Y, AI(f-l(Un T)/un T; wn T) is finitely generated 
by induction hypothesis. Thus it is enough to prove the following: 

Claim. Iff: X ---+ Y is a projective smooth surjective morphism between 
complex manifolds X and Y, then the homomorphism AI(X/Y)---+AI(XlI) is 
injective for all y e Y. 

Proof of the claim. If dim X = dim Y, then there is nothing to prove. 
If dim X = dim Y + 1, then for every L e AI(X/ y), 

L e Ker(AI(X/Y)~AI(Xy»{::=?deg(LIXy)=O. 

Since f is flat, deg (L 1Xy) is constant on Y. Thus Al(X/Y)---+AI(Xy) is 
injective. Suppose d :=dimX-dim Y>2. Let A be an J-ample line 
bundle. Then by flatness, the intersection numbers (LIXv·(AIXt/)d-l) and 
«L1X)2. (A 1X.)d-2) are independent of y e Y. Thus by the following 
Lemma 4.4, we are done. 0 

Lemma 4.4. Let L and A be line bundles on a normal projective 
variety X such that A is ample and that n :=dimX>2. Then 
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Proof The implication =? is trivial. As for ~, let C be an irreduci
ble curve on X. Then by Bertini's theorem, there exist divisors Hi e ImjA I 
for some positive integers mj (1::::; i ~n - 2) such that S: = n l;f,i;f,n-Z H j is 
an irreducible and reduced surface containing C. Let fJ: S'-+S be a re
solution of singularities and let C' c S' be an irreducible curve such that 
fJ(C') = C. Since (fJ*(L 1s)' fJ*(A1s))s' = (fJ*(L I sm, =0 and (fJ* A 1S)2>0, the 
Hodge index theorem says that fJ*(L1s);:;;;num 0. Thus 0=(fJ*(L1s)' C,)S' = 
(L. C). Therefore L;:;;;num 0. 0 

Corollary 4.5. If W is a compact subset of Y, then Al(X/Y; W) is 
finitely generated. 

Definition 4.6. Let f: X -+ Y be a projective surjective morphism and 
let Wbe a compact subset of Y. We define Nl(X/Y; W) :=Al(X/Y; W)0R 
and N1(X/Y; W) :=A1(X/Y; W)0R, which are dual to each other by the 
intersection pairing ( . ). The Picard number off at W is defined to be 
p(X/Y; W) :=dimNl(X/Y; W). We denote by NE(X/Y; W) the cone in 
N 1(X/Y; W) generated by effective I-cycles in N 1(X/Y; W) andNE(X/Y; W) 
denotes the closure of NE(X/Y; W) in N1(X/Y; W) with the usual topology 
as a finite dimensional R-vector space. Also we define P(X/Y; W) to be 
the cone in Nl(X/Y; W) generated by line bundles L such that L 1f - , (U) is 
J-ample for some open neighborhood U of W. An element L e Nl(X/Y; W) 
is calledf-nefat Wif L~O on NE(X/Y; W). 

Proposition 4.7 (Kleiman's criterion, see [23]). 
(1) P(X/Y; W) is an open subset of Nl(X/Y; W). 
(2) NE(X/Y; W) contains no lines of NI(X/Y; W). 

(3) P(X/Y; W)={( e NI(X/Y; W)I(>O on NE(X/Y; W)",-{O}}. 

Proof (1) Let Land M be line bundles on f-I(U) for some open 
neighborhood of U of W. Suppose that L is f-ample. Then by (0.4), for 
every relatively compact open subset Vof U containing W, there is a posi
tive integer m such that mL+M1f- 1 (V) isf-ample. Thus P(X/Y; W) is open. 

(2) Let r e NI(X/Y; W) such that rand -r E NE(X/Y; W). Then 
(A·r)~O and -(A.T»O for A e P(X/Y; W). Thus (A.T)=O. If 
r=f::.O, then there is an element ( e NI(X/Y; W) such that «(. T»O. Since 
P(X/Y; W) is open by (1), we take a positive number a so that aA-( e 
P(X/Y; W). Hence a(A·r)=«(·r»O, a contradiction. Thus r=o. 

(3) If (E P(X /Y; W), then (> ° on NE(X/y)",-{O} by the above 
argument. If L is a line bundle on f-l(U) for some open neighborhood 
U of W, and if L>O on NE(X/Y; W)",-{O}, then L 1X, is ample for all sEW. 

Indeed, it suffices to show that if O=f::.r E NE(X,), then rp.(T)=f::.O, where 
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CPs: NI(X.)-.NI(X/ Y; W) is the natural homomorphism. Take an f-ample 
line bundle A. Then A>O on NE(Xs)"-{O} by Kleiman's criterion [23]. 
Thus (A. r)=(A. CP.(r)) >0. Hence CPs(r)=J=O. By (1.5), there is an open 
neighborhood V of W such that Ltv is f-ample. Thus L E P(X/Y; W). 
Therefore 

P(X/ Y; W) n NI(X/ Y; W)Q 

={~ E NI(X/Y; W)QI~>O on NE(X/Y; W),,-{O}}, 

where NI(X/Y; W)Q := AI(X/Y; w)@Q. The above set is dense in 
{~E NI(X/Y; W)I'>O on NE(X/Y; W)"-{O}}. 0 

Theorem 4.8. Let f: X -. Y be a proper surjective morphism from a 
normal variety X onto a complex variety Y, £1 a Q-divisor on X, and let H 
be a Cartier divisor on X. Suppose that 

(1) (X, £1) is log-terminal, 
(2) H -(Kx +L1) isf-nef-big, 
(3) H is f-nef 

Then there exist a projective surjective morphism g: Z -. Y from a normal 
complex variety Z, a proper surjective morphism cP: X -.Z, and a g-ample 
line bundle A on Z such that f =g 0 cp and cp* A =H. 

Proof By (3.7) and the argument of [20], for any point y E Y, we 
find a positive integer ma such that {!} x(mH) is f-free near Xy for every 
m>ma• 0 

Corollary 4.9. Let f: X -. Y be a proper bimeromorphic morphism 
from a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety Y. Assume that X 
has only canonical singularities and that Kx is f-nef Then (fJm"?of*{!) x(mKx) 
is a locally finitely generated {!}y-algebra. 

Theorem 4.10. Let f: X -. Y be a projective surjective morphism from 
a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety Y, £1 a Q-divisor on X, 
H a line bundle on X, and let W be a compact subset of Y. Suppose that 

(1) (X, £1) is log-terminal, 
(2) H is f-nef at W, and 
(3) H -(Kx+LI) E P(X/Y; W). 

Then there exist an open neighborhood U of W in Y, a projective surjective 
morphism g: Z-.U from a normal complex variety Z, a projective surjective 
morphism cp: f-I(U)-.Z, and a g-ample line bundle A on Z such that J;f-1(U) 

=go cp and that cp*A=H1f- 1(U). 

Proof Let Y' be an open subset of Yover which H -(Kx +L1) is 
f-ample and let X' : = f-I(Y'). Since H is f-nef at W, by (4.7) and (1.4), 
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for any j-ample line bundle L on X' and for any positive rational number 
O<e~ 1, there exists an open dense subset U. of Y' such that 
(H +eL)lf-'(U,) is f-ample. By Baire's category theorem, n (0<.<1) U. is 
dense. Take a general point YEn (0<.<1) U.. Then the non-vanishing 
theorem [20], [22] holds on Xv. Thus by the same argument as in [20], 
[22], we can prove this theorem. 0 

The proof of the following rationality theorem and cone theorem are 
similar to those in [22, Chapter 4]. 

Theorem 4.11 (Rationality theorem). Let f/ X ~ Y be a projective sur
jective morphism from a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety 
Y, £1 a Q-divisor on X, H an f-ample line bundle on X, k a positive integer 
and W a compact subset of Y. Suppose that 

(1) (X, £1) is log-terminal and Kx + £1 is not f-nef at W, 
(2) k(Kx+£1) is a Cartier divisor near f-1(W). 

Then r :=max{t E R I H+ t(Kx +£1) is j-nef at W} is a positive rational 
number. If the reduced expression for r/k is u/v with coprime positive inte
gers u and v, then v;;:;k(d + 1), where d: =maxyEY dimf-l(y). 

Theorem 4.12 (Cone theorem). Let f: X ~ Y be a projective surjective 
morphism from a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety Y, £1 a 
Q-divisor on X, and let W be a compact subset of Y. Assume that (X, L1) 
is log-terminal. Then we have the following: 

(1) If Kx+ £1 is notf-nefat W, then 

NE(X/Y; W)=NEKx+iX/Y; W)+ L: RJli]' 

where NEKx+iX/Y; W) :={r E NE(X/Y; W) I «Kx+£1)·F)~O}, each 
R+[li] is the half line through the class of an irreducible curve Ii in NI(X/Y; 
W). Furthermore, L: R+[li] is locally finite and for any R=RJ/i], there 
exists L E AI(X/Y; W) such that R={r E NE(X/Y; W),,-{O}I(L·r)=O} 
and that L is j-nef at W. Such an L is called a supporting function of R 
and R is called an extremal ray at W with respect to Kx+£1. 

(2) For an extremal ray R, there exist an open neighborhood U of W 
and a proper surjective morphism cp:f-I(U)~Z over U onto a normal variety 
Z such that 

cp( C) = point {::=:? [C) E R 

for any irreducible curve C of f-I(U) which is mapped to a point of W. This 
cp is denoted by cont R and called the contraction morphism associated with R. 

(3) cp = cont R has the following properties: 
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(a) -(Kx+.d)If-'(U) is 9'-ample, 
(b) Image (9'*: Pic(Z)~Pic(f-I(U») 

={D e Pic(f-I(U»I(D·T)=O for all r e R}. 
(c) The following mutually dual sequences are exact. 
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O~NI(f-I(U)/Z;g-I(W»~NI(X/Y; W)~NI(Z/U; W)~O, 

O~NI(f-I(U)/Z;g-I(W»~NI(X/Y; W)~NI(Z/U; W)~O. 

Here g: Z-+U is the structure morphism. In particular, p(X/Y; W)= 
p(Z/U; W)+1. 

Definition 4.13. Let f: X -+ Y be a projective surjective morphism 
from a normal complex variety X onto a complex variety Y and let W be 
a compact subset of Y. X is called Q-factorial over W if for any Weil 
divisor D onf-I(U) for an open neighborhood U of W, there is a positive 
integer m such that mD is a Cartier divisor onf-I(W). 

Let RCNE(X/Y; W) be an extremal ray with respect to Kx, where X 
has only terminal singularities and is Q-factorial over W. Then one of 
the following three cases occurs for 9' : =contR : 

( i ) dim 9'(X) < dim X. 
(ii) 9' is bimeromorphic and its exceptional set is a prime divisor. 

In this case 9'(X) is Q-factorial over W with only terminal singularities. 9' 
is then called a good contraction. 

(iii) 9' is isomorphic in codimension one. In this case 9'(X) is not 
Q-Gorenstein but has only rational singularities. 9' is then called a bad 
contraction. 

Now we state the minimal model conjectures for a projective mor
phism f: X -+ Y with respect to a compact subset W of Y. 

Flip Conjecture. Let 9': X -+Z be a projective bimeromorphic morphism 
from a normal complex variety X with only canonical singularities onto a 
normal variety Z such that 9' is isomorphic in codimension one and that -Kx 
is 9'-ample. Then EBm~o (!}z(mKz ) is a locally finitely generated (!}z-algebra. 

In this situation, the proper bimeromorphic map X··· -+X+ : = 
Projan EBm~o {!} z(mKz) is called the flip associated to 9" 

Minimal model conjecture. Let f: X -+ Y be a projective surjective mor
phism from a complex manifold X onto a complex variety Y and let W be a 
compact subset of Y. Then after taking a finite number of good contractions 
and flips associated to bad contractions, one can obtain a proper bimeromor
phic model Z-+U ofJ;f-'(U) :f-I(U)-+U for some open neighborhood U ofW 
such that Z is Q-factorial over W with only terminal singularities and that 
either 
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(a) Kz;;;;'O on NE(ZjU; W), or 
([3) Z has an extremal ray R in NE(ZjU; W) with dimcontR(Z)< 

dimZ. 

Definition. Letj: X -----+Ybe a projective surjective 'morphism from a 
normal complex variety X with only canonical singularities onto a complex 
variety Y. Xj Y is called a minimal model if K x is J-nef. 

If the minimal model conjecture is true, then ffim~o f1*(I) y(mKy ) is a 
locally finitely generated (I) z-algebra for any complex variety Z and for any 
resolution f1: Y -----+Z of singularities of Z. 

§ 5. Semi-ampleness Theorems 

The notations and the theorems of this section are almost the same 
as those in Kawamata [21, Section 4]. 

Definition 5.1. A reduced equi-dimensional complex space X is called 
a generalized normal crossing variety if for every point P E X, the comple
tion @x,p of the local ring is isomorphic to 

C[[X01 ' •• " xoro]]®(®l~i~t C[[xw .. " x irJ]/(X i1 •• ,xir ,)), 

for some t and ri , which depend on P. 

A generalized normal crossing variety X is a local complete intersec
tion, and hence has an invertible dualizing sheaf W x ' Let Xo be the nor
malization of X and let X. be a simplicial complex space given by 

Llnl------+Xn :=XoX x ··· XxXo((n+l)-times). 

We denote the natural projection Xn-----+X by en' Note that the Xn's are 
smooth. The union Bn on Xn of the images of lower dimensional irredu
cible components of X n , (n'>n) forms a divisor with only normal crossings 
on Xn' A Cartier divisor D on X is called permissible if the support of D 
does not contain any stratum of X locally. We denote by Divo (X) the 
group of permissible Cartier divisors on X. A generalized normal crossing 
divisor D on X is defined to be a permissible Cartier divisor such that for 
any n the union Bn U Dn is a reduced divisor with only normal crossings 
on Xn, where Dn :=e;D. If D is an element of Divo(X)0Q whose sup
port is a generalized normal crossing divisor, then one can define a permis
sible Cartier divisor r Dl by the system of divisors r Dn l on Xn. 

Theorem 5.2 (cf. [21, Theorem (4.3)]). Let X be a compact generalized 
normal crossing variety whose components are varieties in class ~, let L E 

Divo(X)0Q, and let DE Divo(X). Suppose that 
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(1) L is semi-ample, the support of L is a generalized normal crossing 
divisor, 

(2) D is effective, 
(3) there is an effective D' E Divo(X) such that D+D' E ImLlfor some 

positive integer m with mL E Divo (X). 
Then the homomorphism 

is injective for every i. 

Proof By the same argument as in [21], it is enough to prove that 

Hq(Xp, (!Jx/-rLl»~Hq(Dp, (!JD,,(-rLl» 

are zero for all p and q, which is nothing but (3.11). o 
For the same reason we can prove the following: 

Theorem 5.3. In the situation of (5.2), let f: X ~Z be a surjective 
morphism onto a projective variety Z such that nL = f* A for an ample line 
bundle A on Z and a positive integer n. Then HP(Z, Rqf*(}}x(Kx + rLl») =0 
for all p> 1 and q::2::0. 

Theorem 5.4 (Non-vanishing theorem). Let X be a compact gener
alized normal crossing variety whose components are varieties in class ~, 
f: X ~Z a surjective morphism onto a projective variety Z, HE Divo (X), 
A E Divo (X)®Q, and let q be a positive integer. Then there exist positive 
integers p and to such that HO(X, (}}x(ptH +r Al)=I=O for all integers t > to, if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1) finduces a surjective morphismfrom each irreducible component 
of Xn onto Z, 

(2) The support of A is a generalized normal crossing divisor on X and 
r Al is effective, 

(3) There is a nef Cartier divisor Ho on Z such that (!J x(qH) ~f*(}} z(Ho), 
(4) There is an ample Cartier divisor Lo on Z such that ()} x(q(H + A

Kx»~f*(}}z(Lo), where qA E Divo(X). 

The following theorem is also easily proved if one follows the argu
ment of the proof of [21, Theorem 6.1] using (2.14) and (5.4). 

Theorem 5.5. Let X be a compact normal complex variety in class~, 
A a Q-divisor on X, and H a Q-Cartier divisor on X. Then H is semi-ample 
under the following conditions: 

(1) (X, A) is log-terminal, 
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(2) H is quasi-nef, 
(3) H -(Kx + L1) is quasi-nef and good, 
(4) ICbOm(aH-(Kx+L1)=IChOm(H -(Kx + L1» and IC(X, aH -(Kx+L1» 

>0 for some a e Q with a> 1. 

Corollary 5.6. Let X be a normal compact complex variety in class 
~ which has only canonical singularities. If Kx is quasi-nef and good, then 
Kx is semi-ample. 

Definition 5.7. A compact complex variety X in class ~ is said to be 
a minimal model, if X has only canonical singularities and if Kx is quasi
nef. A minimal model X is said to be good, if Kx is semi-ample. 

(5.6) is a partial answer to the following: 

Conjecture G. If X is a minimal model in class ~, then Kx is semi
ample. 

The purpose of the rest of this section is to prove the following: 

Theorem 5.8 (cf. [34]). Let 1t': X ~D be a proper surjective morphism 
from a normal complex variety X onto a unit disk D, L1 an effective Q-divisor 
on X. For a Q-Cartier divisor H on X, there exist positive integers p and 
mo such that (!) x(mpH) is f-free near Xo for all m > mo, if the following con
ditions are satisfied. 

(1) (X, L1) is log-terminal. 
(2) X t is a normal complex variety for t=l=O. 
(3) H IX, and H-(Kx + L1)IX, are semi-ample, and IC(aH-(Kx + L1) I x,) 

=IC(H -(Kx +L1)IX,) for t=l=O andfor a rational number a> 1. 
(4) Every component of r of Xo is compact complex variety in class ~ 

and H lr, H-(Kx +L1)lr are quasi-nef 

Proof Since the statement is local, we can replace S by an open 
neighborhood of 0 if necessary. By the same argument as in (2.16) and 
(2.17), we obtain the following diagram 

X~Y 

l~ g lh 
D+--Z, 

where 
(1) Yand Z are complex manifolds and II is a proper bimeromorphic 

morphism, 
(2) g is a projective morphism and h is a proper fiber space. 
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Moreover, there exist g-nef Q-divisors M" and H" on Z such that 
(3) p.*(H-(Kx+il))=h*M", and 
(4) p.*H=h*H". 
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We may assume that H" and H are Cartier divisors. Since Mil is g-nef
big, we can take an effective Q-divisor MI on Z such that Mil -oMI is 
g-ample for O<O~l. Since H,x, is semi-ample for a general fiber X"~ 
thereJis a positive integer PI such that 1r*@x(PlmH) is not zero for m~O. 
From p.*@x(H);:;;.h*@z(H"), we have isomorphisms 

for all integers m. 

We define A(m) to be Supp (Coker (1r*1r*@X<mH)~@x(mH))) nxo for 
a positive integers m such that 1r*@x(mH)=I=O. It is enough to show that 
A(m)=¢ for some m. Fix a positive integer el with A(Plel)=I=¢. By 
blowing ups, we may assume that the following conditions are satisfied. 

(5) There is a divisor F= I:iEI Fi with only simple normal crossings 
on Y, 

(6) Ky=p.*(Kx+il)+ I:iEI aiFi with ai> -1, 
(7) h*MI=I:iEIbiFi with bi>O, 
(8) p.*(PleIH)=L+ I:iEI rtFi with rt ::2:0, 

where 

is surjective. 
Note that A(Plel)=p.( U (ri¢O) Fi)' Set c : =min (ai + l-obi)/ri. Then 

c>O. Let Io={i E Ilai+l-obi =cri}. If we replace Ybyits blowing up, 
then we choose a member M2 E Iq(M" -oMI) I for a positive integer q, 
where q(M" -oMI) is a Cartier divisor on Z, so that the following con
ditions (9) and (10) are satisfied. 

(9) h*M2=I:iEISiFi with Si::2:0. 
Set c' : =min (at + l-obi)/(ri+o'si)for a sufficiently small positive 0'. Let 

I~ :={i E Ilai+l-obi=c'(rt+o'si)} 

A : = I:iEI\Io (-c'(ri +O'Si) +ai -obi)Fi, 

and 

(10) h: B ~h(B) induces a surjective morphism from any nonempty 
intersection of Fi (i E I~) onto h(B) which is irreducible. 

Consider a Q-divisor 
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N:=mfJ.*H+A-B-Ky 

=c'L+(m-(Plelc' + 1»h*H" +(1-c'0'q)h*(M" -oMI) 

on Y. If 0' is sufficiently small, then N is 7t'. fJ.-semi-ample for m?:. 
c'Plel+1. Thus by (3.14), R I(7t"fJ.)*tY y(mfJ.*H+I"Al_B) is free at 0. 
Hence RI(7t'. fJ.) * tYy(mfJ.* H + I" Al-B)-+RI(7t'. fJ.)*tYy(mfJ.* H + I" Al) is in
jective, because 7t'. fJ.(B) = {O}. Therefore 7t'*fJ.*tY y(mfJ.*H +1" Al)-+7t'*fJ.*tYB 
(mfJ.*H +1" Al IB) is surjective. On the other hand, B-+h(B), fJ.*HIB E 

Divo (B), and AlB E Divo (B)0Q satisfy the hypothesis of (5.4). Thus there 
is a positive integer pz such that 7t'*fJ.*tYB(PzmfJ.*H +1" AlIB)*O for m»O. 
Since fJ.*1" Al =0, we obtain fJ.(B) r;t. A(pzm) for m»O. Hence A(PleIPzez) r;;;. 
A(pi el ) for some positive integer ez• Therefore there is a positive integer 
m such that A(m) = ¢. 0 

§ 6. The lower semi-continuity of the plurigenera 

Lemma 6.1 (cf. [34, Lemma 1]). Let X be a normal complex variety 
with only log-terminal singularities, Xo = L: aiDi an effective Cartier divisor 
on X, where Di are irreducible components of Xo. Moreover, let D : = 
L:(ai~l) Di, and a: XI-+D the normalization of D. Then for each integer 
m ~ 1, there exists a natural injection 

which is isomorphic at general points of D. 

Corollary 6.2. Let X be a complex variety with Xo having only canoni
cal singularities. Then X has only log-terminal singularities and tYxCmKx+ 
mXo)(i9tYxo~tYxo(mKxo)for m> 1. 

Proof By a result of Kollar [24], X has only log-terminal singu
larities. By (6.1), we have an injection 

for every m~1. Since tYxo(mKxo) is reflexive, we are done. o 
The following theorem is a partial answer to the Conjecture L. 

Theorem 6.3. Let 7t': X -+D be a proper surjective morphism from a 
normal complex variety X with only log-terminal singularities onto a unit 
disk D. Suppose that 

(1) X t is a variety with only canonical singularities and KXt is semi
ample for any t*O, 
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(2) if r is a component of x o, then r e ~ and Kx[r is quasi-nef 
Then 
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,(A) there exists a positive integer I such that IKx is a Cartier divisor 
at Xo and that (f)z(IKx) is 'IT:-free near Xo, 

(B) for any integers 1.1> 1 and i>O, Rt'IT:*(f)x(I.IKx) is free at 0, 
(C) I:P",(rt)<rank'IT:*(f)x(mKx), for any positive integer m~l, 

where urt=xo. 

Proof (A) follows from (5.8) and (6.2). Thus there is an open 
neighborhood U of 0 such that (f)x(lKx) isf-free on 'IT:-l(U). Therefore (B) 
follows from (3.5). Hence 

'IT:*(f)z(I.IKx)®C(O)~HO(Xo, (f)x(I.IKx)®(I)xo) 

for any I.I~ 1, where C(O) is the residue field at o. On the other hand by 
(6.1), we have 

I: P ",(rt) <hO(Xo, (f)x(mKx)®(I)xo)· 

Therefore I: P ",(rt) <rank 'IT:*(f)z(mKx). o 
The following statement is proved by Levine [27] when 'IT: is smooth. 

Corollary 6.4. If 'IT:: X ~ D is a proper surjective morphism from a 
complex variety X onto a unit disk D such that all the fibers of 'IT: are good 
minimal models in class ~, then P m(Xt ) is independent of teD for every 
m~l. 

Proof By a result of Kollar [24], Xhas only log-terminal singularities. 
Therefore the assertion follows from (6.3). 0 

§ 7. Open problems 

In Section 2, we introduced the Kahler cone KC (Y) of a compact 
Kahler manifold Y. If h2,O(y) =0, then KC(y) is nothing but the ample 
cone of Y. 

Problem 7.1. How can one construct a minimal model theory of 
compact Kahler manifolds? 

For projective varieties, Kleiman's criterion [23] and Kawamata
Viehweg's vanishing theorem [19], [50] are essential and enough to prove 
the cone theorem [20]. But for compact Kahler manifolds, one does not 
have any results corresponding to the above two theorems. 

For Problem 2.5 we need to represent the dual cone of KC (y) 
geometrically. The fact that the effective I-cycles are contained in it is 
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not enough, because there is a compact Kahler manifold with no curves. 
Recently (Nov. 1985), K. Sugiyama proved Conjecture 2.13 using 

results of Demailly [2] and Yau [52]. 
Conjecture 2.12 is a problem in algebraic geometry. In fact, it is an 

easy exercise to show that the Hodge Conjecture implies Conjecture 2.12. 
In Section 3, we obtained a generalization (3.7) of Kawamata

Viehweg's vanishing theorem~ But we do not yet have the generalization 
of Kollar's theorem in the following formulation. 

Conjecture 7.2. Let l't": X ~S be a proper surjective morphism from a 
Kahler manifold X onto a complex variety S. Assume that S is a weakly 
I-complete variety with a positive line bundle A. Then 

(1) Rtl't"*Q)x is torsion free for i>O, 
(2) HP(S., Ril't"*Q)x@A)=Ofor p>O and i>O. 

When i>dim X -dim S, (1) was proved by Takegoshi [46]. If l't" is a pro
jective morphism, then (1) is proved by Moriwaki [30] and also by Mori
hiko Saito, independently. 

By the same arguments as in [26], [35], one can derive (7.3) from (7.2). 

Conjecture 7.3. Let tt': X ~S be a proper surjective morphism from a 
Kahler manifold X onto a complex manifold S. Assume that there is an open 
subset So of S such· that 

(1) S"'"So is a divisor with only normal crossings, and 
(2) l't" is smooth over So. 

Then Rtl't"*Q)X/S==F'L(U.?lf~+i) for all i~O, where d=diinX -dimS and 
U .?If~+i is the upper canonical extension (see [26] or [30]) of the variation of 
Hodge structures Rd.+il't"*CxISo. 

In [30], (7.3) is proved in the projective case. But as in the arguments of 
M. Saito, these conjectures may follow from results in the theory of 
Hodge modules. 

In Section 4, we formulated and proved the cone theorem (Theorem 
4.12) for any projective morphism with respect to a compact subset of the 
base space. 

Proposition 7.4. Let l't": X ~D be a projective fiber space from a 3-
dimensional manifold X onto a disk D such that l't" is smooth over D* and 
that /C(Xt)~Ofor all t e D*. Then replacing D by a small disk, we obtain 
a projective fiber space f: Y ~ D from a 3-dimensional manifold Y such that 
f is proper bimeromorphically equivalent to l't" and that the general fibers of 
f are minimal models. 
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Proof. Let W be a closed disk in D. Apply Theorem 4.12 to 
NE(X/D; W). 

If Kx is not If-nef near Xo, then we have an extremal ray R and the 
contraction morphism cp : = cont R: X ~ XI over some neighborhood of W. 
Then XI~D is smooth over D* by [34]. 

If cp is a good contraction, then p(X,»p(XI,,) for any t e D*. In 
this case, we replace XI by its resolution X(I). 

If cp is a bad contraction, then X and XI are isomorphic over D*. If 
all the exceptional rays in NE(X/D; W) induce bad contractions, then 
consider the homomorphism 

.:t: NE(X/D; WI)~NE(X/D; W), 

where WI is a connected compact subset of W which does not contain O. 
If Kx>O on NE(X/D; WI)' then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, 
there exists an element A e P(X/D; W) such that Kx+A~O on 
NE(X/D; WI) and that Kx+A i P(X/D; WI)' Then (Kx+A)IX, is nef and 
not ample for any t e W"-JO}. Indeed if (Kx+A)IX, is not nef, then take 
a connected compact subset W2 of W"JO} which contains WI U {t}. Note 
that l<r :=min{s eRIKx+sA~O on NE(X/D; W2)}. Hence Kx+rA 
defines a contraction morphism p.: X' =If-I(U')~Z' such that p.*L= 
Kx+rA for a Q-divisor L on Z', where U' is an open neighborhood of W2• 

Since p. is not isomorphic in codimension one, there exists a p.-exceptional 
divisor E on X'. But p. is isomorphic near WI' Thus If(E) reduces to a 
point P e U'. But since dim Zj. =2, we see that E is a fiber, a contradic
tion. Therefore (Kx+A}IX, is neffor all t e W"...{O}, and (Kx+A)Jx, is not 
ample for the same reason. Therefore the (Kx+A)-canonical fibration 
cp: X·· . ~Z over some open neighborhood U of W is a morphism over 
U"...{O}, Z, is also smooth, and p(Xt»p(Z,) for all t e U"...{O}. Let X(I) 
be a resolution of singularities of Z. 

Combining the above, we have a sequence of proper bimeromorphic 
maps 

X·· .~X(I) .. . ~... .. ·~x(n) 

over some neighborhood of W such that p(X~i»>p(X~i+l» for all t e W 
and for all i. Therefore this sequence terminates. 0 

Theorem 7.5. If If: X ~D is a projective surjective morphism from a 
3-dimensional complex manifold X onto a disk D, then Conjecture L is true. 

Proof. When .t(X,) = - 00, this was already proved by Ueno [49]. 
Otherwise, using a result of Tsunoda [48] and (7.4), we are reduced to the 
situation in (6.3). 0 
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Finally, we pose the following two problems which are related to 
Theorem 6.3. 

Problem 7.6. Is any small deformation of canonical singularities also 
canonical? 

Problem 7.7. Is any small deformation of a minimal model in class ~ 
also a minimal model in class ~? 
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